Passive Movements of the Head Do Not Abolish Anticipatory Firing Properties of Head Direction Cells
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Bassett, Joshua P., Michaël B. Zugaro, Gary M. Muir, Edward J. Golob, Robert U. Muller, and Jeffrey S. Taube. Passive movements of the head do not abolish anticipatory firing properties of head direction cells. J Neurophysiol 93: 1304–1316, 2005. First published October 6, 2004; doi:10.1152/jn.00490.2004. Neurons in the anterior dorsal thalamic nucleus (ADN) of the rat selectively discharge in relation to the animal’s head direction (HD) in the horizontal plane. Temporal analyses of cell firing properties reveal that their discharge is optimally correlated with the animal’s future directional heading by ∼24 ms. Among the hypotheses proposed to explain this property is that ADN HD cells are informed of future head movement via motor efference copy signals. One prediction of this hypothesis is that when the rat’s head is moved passively, the anticipatory time interval (ATI) will be attenuated because the motor efference signal reflects only the active contribution to the movement. The present study tested this hypothesis by loosely restraining the animal and passively rotating it through the cell’s preferred direction. Contrary to our prediction, we found that ATI values did not decrease during passive movement but in fact increased significantly. HD cells in the postsubiculum did not show the same effect, suggesting independence between the two sites with respect to anticipatory firing. We conclude that it is unlikely that a motor efference copy signal alone is responsible for generating anticipatory firing in ADN HD cells.

INTRODUCTION

Head direction (HD) cells are neurons that selectively discharge in relation to an animal’s head direction in the horizontal plane. A given HD cell fires only when the animal is facing a direction that falls within a limited angular range, decreasing in rate as the head moves in either direction from a maximum in the center of its range, called the preferred firing direction. HD cells are not sensitive to the position of the head relative to the body but rather to the direction of the head with respect to the surrounding environment, and they fire independently of the animal’s location within the environment. They are believed to represent the directional heading information necessary for navigational behaviors as part of a larger spatial cognition circuit involving many structures within the limbic system.

HD cells have been studied primarily in rats and have been found in several regions including the postsubiculum (PoS) (Taube et al. 1990a), anterior dorsal thalamic nucleus (ADN) (Taube 1995), lateral mammillary nuclei (LMN) (Blair et al. 1998; Stackman and Taube 1998), retrosplenial cortex (Chen et al. 1994; Cho and Sharp 2001), parts of prestriate cortex (Chen et al. 1994), and dorso striatum (Wiener 1993). HD cells within the ADN, retrosplenial cortex, and LMN have been observed to fire in a manner that encodes the rat’s future directional heading by an average of 24 ms in ADN (Blair and Sharp 1995; Taube and Muller 1998), 25 ms in the retrosplenial cortex (Cho and Sharp 2001), and 67 ms in LMN (Stackman and Taube 1998; cf. Blair et al. 1998), respectively. In contrast, HD cell discharge in the PoS corresponds most closely with directional heading in the present or recent past (∼0 ms) (Blair and Sharp 1995; Taube and Muller 1998). The amount of time that peak firing precedes head direction is referred to as the anticipatory time interval (ATI). The observation that HD cells in some brain areas anticipate future head direction is further evidence that HD cell activity is not simply a sensory response to external cues but rather an abstract representation of spatial relationships within the local environment.

One hypothesis proposed to account for this phenomenon is that anticipatory HD cell signals combine sensory input from the recent past with motor information to predict future sensory input, thereby updating the directional representation (Taube and Muller 1998). According to this view, the anticipated properties of ADN HD cells may arise from motor commands projected to the ADN (or elsewhere in the HD circuit) as motor efference copy signals. There is ample precedent in the study of sensorimotor integration for such a mechanism (von Holst and Mittelstaedt 1950). As a convergence point for cortical and subcortical projections from structures possibly involved in generating the HD signal, the ADN is anatomically well-situated to receive and integrate information about environmental cues and self-motion. Vestibular and possibly optokinetic cues contribute to HD signal updating based on self-motion monitoring, probably via routes from the vestibular nuclei → nucleus prepositus → dorsal tegmental nucleus → lateral mammillary nuclei → ADN (Bassett and Taube 2001a; Blair and Sharp 1996; Lannou et al. 1984; Stackman and Taube 1997; Taube 1998). Routes by which motor information could reach ADN HD cells are less clear but could involve projec-
tions from the medial frontal cortex, a motor or supplementary motor area containing putative frontal eye fields and vibrissae and forelimb representations (Neafsey et al. 1986). This area projects both to the retrosplenial cortex (Vogt and Miller 1983) and directly to ADN (Guadaglini 2001). Subcortical sources of motor information for ADN HD cells are currently unknown. In contrast to the ADN, HD cells in the PoS are not, on average, anticipatory, but instead correspond to current head direction or a small delay [−7 ms (Taube and Muller 1998); 2 ms (Blair and Sharpe 1995)]. While it is clear that HD cell firing in PoS is dependent on an intact ADN (Goodridge and Taube 1997), how the temporal firing properties of the two areas are related is unknown.

Previous efforts to subject rats to passive movement while recording from HD cells have often involved substantial restraint of the animals, such as wrapping them in a cloth so that they cannot move either head or limbs (Golob et al. 1998; Knierim et al. 1995; Taube 1995). Under such conditions, most (but not all) HD cells undergo considerable reductions of firing rate or cease firing altogether. Here, we imposed passive movement on rats while restricting them as little as possible. There were two passive movement conditions: hand-held and cart. In the hand-held passive condition, rats were lightly restrained by an experimenter and then rotated back and forth 180° about the preferred firing direction. They were thus limited in their orienting movements relative to the environment but could still respond reflexively with head and postural movements. In the cart condition, rats were moved around the recording arena in a cart with clear Plexiglas walls and thus were able to move freely inside, while their vestibular and visual experiences were dominated by the imposed movement. In both cases, the animals had some freedom to move on their own onto which we imposed passive movement. The cart experiment was included as a control against the predictable movement pattern of the hand-held condition because the experimenter typically rotated the animal back and forth in a semi-regular manner. In addition, the cart experiment provided a different degree of movement restriction against which to compare the results of the passive hand-held condition. We recorded both ADN and PoS cells under the same experimental conditions to compare them and specifically to determine if changes in one corresponded with changes in the other.

The aim of the present experiments was not to restrict head movement to exclusively passive motion but rather to interfere with the normal flow of motor information and determine whether the anticipatory properties of ADN HD cell activity remained present. All movements were some combination of self-initiated and passive motion. The hand-held condition minimized (but did not eliminate) active movements, whereas the cart condition added passive movement to an unrestricted range of active movements. If anticipatory HD cell firing reflects the convergence of motor and sensory information, then one would expect an imposed mismatch between the two to alter the anticipatory property of HD cell activity. In the present experiments, rats experienced vestibular and visual cues that were imposed on it and that could not be associated with a motor efference copy signal corresponding to their head-in-space movements. We predicted that the ATI would be reduced or abolished in animals that did not actively control the movement of their head through a cell’s preferred firing direction.

METH O DS

Subjects and training

Subjects were 17 female Long-Evans rats, weighing 250–300 g. Rats were maintained on a food-restricted diet (15–20 g/day) and housed separately in suspended wire mesh cages. Tap water was available ad libitum except during procedures requiring water reward (see following text). All training and unit screening took place while rats foraged for food pellets in a gray cylindrical enclosure (76 cm diam, 51 cm high) with replaceable gray photographic backdrop paper covering the floor. A black curtain extending from the floor to the ceiling enclosed the training/recording environment, and lighting was provided by uniformly arranged DC lights overhead. A color video camera (model XC-711; Sony, Tokyo, Japan) was centered above the cylinder 3 m from the floor surface. The only intentionally introduced asymmetry in the environment was a white cue card that occupied 100° of arc along the wall of the cylinder. Rats were habituated to the cylinder and trained to forage for small pellets (45 mg, Bio-Serv, Frenchtown, NJ) tossed randomly into the cylinder. By the completion of training, rats engaged in nearly continuous food pellet foraging, moving over the entire floor surface of the cylinder. All procedures involving the rats were performed in compliance with institutional standards set forth by the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and the Society for Neuroscience.

Surgery

Electrode construction and implantation has been described in detail previously (Taube et al. 1990a). Each electrode array consisted of ten 25-μm-diam nichrome wires (California Fine Wire, Grover City, CA) insulated except at the tips. The wires were passed through a 26-gauge, ~2-cm-long stainless steel cannula, and each wire connected to a modified 10-pin Augat connector. The electrode array could be advanced in the dorsoventral plane through the use of three screws attached to an acrylic base on the electrode (Kubie 1984). After ≥1 wk of training (1 trial/day), each rat was anesthetized with a ketamine-xylazine mixture (2 ml/kg im) and stereotaxically implanted with an electrode array directed at the ADN (n = 11) or PoS (n = 6). Coordinates (in mm) were as follows, from bregma: ADN: A/P −1.4; M/L ± 1.3; D/V −4.0 from cortical surface. PoS: A/P −6.8; M/L ± 2.7; D/V −2.0 from cortical surface (Paxinos and Watson 1998). Two stainless steel screws each were placed in the skull posterior to lambda and anterior to bregma, and dental cement anchored the electrode in place. Rats were allowed ≥1 wk of post-operative recovery before single-unit screening was started.

Single-unit recording

The activity on each electrode wire was assessed during daily screening sessions while the rat foraged for food pellets in the cylinder. The electrode wires were advanced over several weeks while screening for single-unit waveforms that were sufficiently isolated from background electrical noise. Rats were transported into the screening/recording area in a covered cardboard enclosure. Each rat was momentarily restrained while a recording cable was attached to the implanted electrode and then released into the cylinder from an entry point that was varied in a pseudo-random manner.

Electrical signals from the electrode wires were passed through a field-effect transistor in a source-follower configuration through an overheard commutator (Biela Development), amplified (Grass Instruments, P5 Series), band-pass filtered (300–10,000 Hz, 3 dB/octave: Peavey Electronics, Model No. PME8), and then passed through a...
series of window discriminators (BAK Electronics, Model Mo. DDIS-1). The resultant signal was then displayed on an oscilloscope (Tektronix, Model No. 2214). Electrode activity was monitored while observing the rat’s behavior on a video monitor. Two light-emitting diodes (LEDs) attached to the recording cable were visible to the camera mounted overhead. The x,y coordinates of a red LED positioned over the rat’s snout and a green LED positioned over its back were monitored at 60 Hz, the relative position of the two lights indicating the directional heading of the rat and its position in the cylinder. If no HD cell activity was found, the electrode was advanced further into the brain, and the screening process was repeated at least daily and with ≥2 h between screening sessions. When the waveform of a cell could be sufficiently isolated from background noise, the LED coordinates and neuronal discharges were sampled at 60 Hz and acquired by a data-acquisition interface board (National Instruments, Model No. DIO-96) in a personal computer (Macintosh Quadra 840AV). Data were stored for subsequent off-line analyses using LabView software programs (National Instruments). During recording sessions, white noise was played over a speaker mounted on the ceiling and centered above the cylinder to mask uncontrolled auditory cues.

Data analysis
Three methods were used to determine the temporal relationship between head direction and cell activity: time-shifted optimization of peak firing rate, time-shifted optimization of information content, and separation angle.

OPTIMIZATION FOR PEAK FIRING RATE. During the recording of HD cell activity, cell firing and head direction are monitored simultaneously; the number of spikes fired within a given directional range is then divided by the amount of time the rat’s head spent pointing in that range, yielding the firing rate in each direction. Because the spike train and head direction are monitored independently of each other, each data series can be shifted in time relative to the other. Parameters such as peak firing rate and information content (discussed in the following text) are usually reported when samples of head direction and spike activity are aligned in time. These parameters can be optimized, however, by shifting the samples forward or backward in time. For example, the calculated peak firing rate will be highest when time samples containing the greatest cell activity are distributed through the smallest directional range. In the case of ADN and LMN HD cells, the peak firing rate is optimized when head direction is shifted forward in time relative to the spike train. The number of samples shifted to reach this optimized value is defined as the ATI. Positive ATI values indicate anticipatory firing, whereas negative values indicate firing that lags head direction.
The spike time series was shifted forward or backward in time in 1/60th-s intervals (16.6 ms) relative to the head direction time series. The shift that produced the highest peak firing was defined as the amount by which cell firing preceded or followed the head’s passing through the preferred firing direction.

OPTIMIZATION FOR INFORMATION CONTENT. Information content estimates the amount that a cell’s firing reduces the uncertainty of the rat’s head direction. This measure has been discussed in detail elsewhere (Skaggs et al. 1993), but briefly, if a cell fired exclusively and reliably in only 1 of the 60 (6°) angular bins, then head direction would be known to 1 part in 60 or one part in ~2.9°. Thus the information per spike would be 5.9 bits. Because HD cells have a firing range >6° and often have a small amount of background activity outside the cell’s directional firing range, information content for ADN HD cells is not typically >2.8 bits (Taube and Muller 1998). Information content is given by

$$IC = \sum p_i(\lambda/k) \log_2(\lambda/k)$$

where $p_i$ = time spent with the head pointing in the $i$th bin divided by the total time (probability that the head pointed in the $i$th bin); $\lambda_i =$ the mean firing rate of the cell in the $i$th bin; and $\lambda =$ the overall firing rate of the cell for the entire recording session.

SEPARATION ANGLE. The preferred firing direction for each function was determined by calculating the mean firing direction based on weighting the firing rate for each directional bin within the directional firing range. The directional firing range was defined as the range of head directions over which elevated discharge occurred (see Taube et al. 1990a). The angular difference between the preferred firing directions of the two functions was labeled $\delta$ using the nomenclature of Blair and Sharp (1995). A cell whose firing anticipates or trails head direction will reach its peak firing rate at different directions; the greater the lead or lag, the greater the expected angular difference between peak firing rates for clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise (CCW) turns. Because the anticipatory firing of ADN HD cells is independent of angular head velocities (Taube and Muller 1998), the angular difference between CW and CCW tuning curves ($\delta$) tends toward zero at very low angular head velocities. Because of this tendency, analyses using decomposed curves have typically excluded samples where instantaneous angular velocity is <$90°/s$. Probability distributions of angular head velocity across a session reveal a strong bias toward the lowest angular head velocities. Thus to increase the total number of samples included when plotting firing rate by head direction functions, we elected to use those samples containing an angular head velocity of >45°/s. However, selecting different cut-off values for angular head velocity, either higher or lower than 45°/s (e.g., 0 or 90°), did not significantly change the overall effects reported in the following text. Multiple curves were constructed using data series that were time-shifted forward and backward by six 1/60th-s (16.6 ms) intervals. We constructed a plot of $\delta$ versus time shift and defined the x intercept of the best-fit line as the ATI for the cell. This measure is referred to as “separation angle” and is identical to the measure described by Blair and Sharp (1995) with the exception that we did not approximate the original firing rate versus head direction functions with Gaussian distributions. ATI values are calculated for all measures as the number of video samples shifted and then reported in milliseconds (i.e., the number of samples shifted multiplied by 16.6). The dispersion of ATI values is reported with the SE. Statistical comparisons between groups were conducted using a one-way ANOVA with Tukey honestly significant difference tests (HSD) used for post hoc comparisons when the ANOVA was significant ($P < 0.05$).

To evaluate the interdependence of HD cell firing properties under different experimental conditions, we calculated the area under the curve for the firing rate by head direction functions. The area under the curve corresponds to the sum of the firing rates for each directional bin within the directional firing range. The directional firing range was defined as the set of contiguous directional bins in which neuronal firing rate exceeded the mean background firing rate and also contained the directional bin with the highest firing rate for the session. We evaluated variability in the preferred firing direction between individual passes through the directional firing range by plotting head direction and firing rate as a function of time. Mean head direction and firing rate was calculated over 10-sample temporal bins (1 sample = 1/60th s; 1 temporal bin = 1/6th s). For each episode in which the head passed through a directional range of 24° (four 6° directional bins) on either side of the mean preferred firing direction for the overall session, we sampled the exact head direction for the temporal bin containing the highest firing rate for that episode. We refer to this head direction for individual passes through the preferred firing direction as the “instantaneous preferred firing direction,” and the firing rate at this direction as the “instantaneous peak firing rate.” Instantaneous preferred firing directions were sampled over the full recording session for each cell. Because differences in ATI would affect the spread between CW and CCW instantaneous preferred directions (see explanation for separation angle in the preceding text),
the SD was calculated separately for CW and CCW turns. SDs were then compared between active and passive conditions.

We show in RESULTS that there was variability in the preferred firing direction in the passive conditions. This variability could affect the ATI. We therefore modeled the effects of passive movement on the directional tuning function by adding directional noise according to a pseudo-Gaussian probability function and determined whether this effect altered the ATI. As described in the preceding text, each recorded spike is assigned to a 6° directional bin according to the position of the LEDs on the rat’s head during the time interval in which the spike was sampled. When noise was added, each such assignment was made with some probability that the directional sample for that spike would be altered by addition or subtraction of a variable amount, thereby potentially changing the bin assignment. For example, if 6° of noise was added, each spike sample during that session would have a 0.4 probability of being assigned to its true directional bin, a 0.4 probability of having 3° added or subtracted before its bin assignment, and a 0.2 probability of being shifted 6° in either direction. If 12° of noise was added, there would again be 0.4 probability of no change, 0.4 probability of a shift by 6° in either direction, and 0.2 probability of a 12° shift in either direction. This method of adding directional noise was intended to model the effects of increased uncertainty of head direction at a given moment that would occur due to decreased information to the HD cell system during passive movements.

All mean values are reported ± SE.

**Experimental conditions**

Rats were recorded under three conditions: active movements, passive movements while loosely restrained, and passive movements in a cart.

ACTIVE. Active sessions consisted of 8 min of sampling during free foraging behavior under conditions identical to screening sessions as described in the preceding text.

PASSIVE. Following an active session, the experimenter held the rat while supporting its feet, in a manner that restricted movement as little as possible while keeping the rat in place and under control of the experimenter. Unlike hand-held passive motion conditions in previous studies, rats were not bound or restrained in a towel. Rats had full freedom of movement of the head and neck and were able to make limited limb movements and postural adjustments. Rats were rotated at −180–270°/s, through a range of −180°, resulting in peak head velocities (imposed plus self-initiated head movement) of 837.3°/s and mean head velocities of 96.5°/s on average (see Fig. 6). Rotations of the rat were centered around the preferred firing direction of the recorded HD cell as determined from the standard session. Each hand-held session consisted of 2 min of sampling, representing one-quarter of the normal sampling time. During the last 20 s of this recording, the rat was rotated through the entire 360° to sample all directions. Because of the difficulty of controlling a loosely restrained animal, passive sessions generally consisted of two combined 1-min sessions. After passive sessions, the rats were again recorded for 8 min during free foraging so that firing parameters from before and after the passive session could be compared. Figure 1 shows the characteristic movement patterns of each condition.

CART. To achieve the desired uncoupling of sensory and motor feedback in a manner that did not require restraining or touching the rat, we used an additional condition. The rat was placed on a cart with a 22 × 22 cm square wood floor on which rested a clear Plexiglas enclosure, 20 × 20 × 14 cm high. The platform and enclosure rested on four swiveling wheels that held the platform 4 cm off the ground. The cart was then rotated at a rate, and over a range, similar to the passive sessions in rate and range, but the rat was free to move within the clear enclosure. In this way, the rat’s freedom to move was completely unrestrained by the experimenter, but its vestibular and visual feedback were affected by the imposed movement. Thus in the hand-held condition, motor commands initiated by the rat were entirely disconnected from passes through the preferred firing direction. By contrast, in the cart condition, the rat’s self-initiated movements could lead to turns through the preferred firing direction, albeit with passive motion added to its active movements. Each cart session consisted of 4 min of sampling. Cart sessions were also bracketed by freely moving standard sessions in the cylinder.

At the completion of the experiments, animals were killed, their brains perfused with 10% formalin, soaked in 20% sucrose, frozen, and then sectioned (40 μm) on a cryostat (see Taube 1995; for details on histology). Sections were examined under a microscope and electrode tracks were reconstructed. All HD cells were found to be in the intended target sites of ADN or PoS.

**RESULTS**

**ADN HD cells**

HAND-HELD PASSIVE CONDITION. We recorded 21 HD cells from the ADN in 11 rats. Results for all conditions are summarized in Table 1. For each measure of ATI, we performed a one-way ANOVA for repeated measures (correlated samples), comparing passive sessions to the preceding and following active sessions. By all measures, ATI values were reliably higher during the hand-held passive session than during the preceding or subsequent active session (peak firing rate $F(2,21) = 8.41; \ P < 0.001, \ HSD_{0.05} = 1.42$; information content: $F(2,21) = 28.16, \ P < 0.0001, \ HSD_{0.01} = 1.20$; separation angle $F(2,21) = 24.21, \ P < 0.0001, \ HSD_{0.01} = 1.27$). Post hoc comparisons showed no difference between the two active sessions. Thus contrary to our prediction, anticipatory firing was not abolished, but instead showed a significant increase during the hand-held passive condition.

Not every cell in every recording session conformed to this pattern. When the 21 sessions were compared based on optimized peak firing rate, 14 sessions (66.7%) showed an increase in ATI during the passive condition relative to the first active condition, 6 sessions (28.6%) showed a decrease, and 1 session (4.8%) showed no change. The outcome was less varied when data were time-shifted to optimize information content (increase: 95.2%, decrease: 0%, no change: 4.8%) or minimize separation angle (increase: 80.9%, decrease: 19.1%, no change: 0%). Figure 2 shows a representative tuning function of an ADN HD cell that exhibited an increased ATI during hand-held passive rotations.

We also compared other parameters of HD firing across conditions to determine whether these other parameters changed and were related to the changes observed in the ATI. There was a significant effect of condition on both the observed peak firing rate and the directional firing range. Mean observed peak firing rates were lower by −23% during passive rotation [F(2,20) = 8.81, P < 0.001], decreasing from 61.9 ± 8.9 spikes/s in the first active session to 47.1 ± 5.6 spikes/s during the passive condition, and returning to 60.8 ± 8.9 spikes/s in the second active session. Mean directional firing range increased significantly from 97.1 ± 3.2 to 113.5 ± 5.1° during the passive session [F(2,21) = 8.95, P < 0.001].

This result appears to contradict the results of Zugaro et al. (2002), who reported that peak firing rates were not significantly different during active locomotion and fast (at least −150°/s) passive rotations. However, the lower peak firing
rates observed here during passive rotations could have resulted from some instability in the preferred directions over time, rather than from an actual decrease in peak firing rate. To distinguish between these possibilities, we performed three different analyses: area under the tuning curve, variability of the head direction at times of peak firing, and peak firing rate during individual passes through the directional firing range.

If a cell fired at its maximum rate at slightly different directional headings over time, its HD tuning curve would have a lower peak and a wider directional firing range because the same number of spikes would be averaged over a greater number of directional firing bins. However, if the firing rate for each individual pass of the head through the preferred firing direction was lower, then the total number of spikes would be
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FIG. 1. Head direction and spikes fired as a function of time during active (A), hand-held (B), and cart conditions (C). Head direction across time (dotted line) is shown for 1 min of recording in the same cell from each condition. Each temporal bin on the horizontal axis is 10 1/60th-s samples or 1/6th s. Neuronal spiking (vertical black bars) occurs when the rat’s head passes through or near the mean preferred firing direction determined for the entire session (gray horizontal bar). Each bar represents the sum of spikes fired within the temporal bin. Instantaneous preferred firing directions are not identical for each pass (see also Fig. 3). Arrows in B and C indicate examples of head movement initiated by the rat on top of experimenter-imposed movement.

### TABLE 1. Anticipatory time intervals compared across conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ADN</th>
<th></th>
<th>PoS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Hand-held/Cart</td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand-held</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firing rate</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>45.8 ± 9.9</td>
<td>75.1 ± 10.6**</td>
<td>37.1 ± 11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information content</td>
<td>48.2 ± 5.9</td>
<td>88.5 ± 5.9**</td>
<td>45.1 ± 7.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation angle</td>
<td>45.0 ± 8.3</td>
<td>88.5 ± 7.3**</td>
<td>50.4 ± 9.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firing rate</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>28.2 ± 11.0</td>
<td>26.6 ± 27.2</td>
<td>28.2 ± 11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information content</td>
<td>33.2 ± 7.4</td>
<td>44.8 ± 13.6</td>
<td>33.2 ± 7.4</td>
<td>0.0 ± 10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation angle</td>
<td>45.1 ± 15.3</td>
<td>39.9 ± 14.5</td>
<td>52.4 ± 13.4</td>
<td>1.4 ± 6.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All values are means ± SE and are reported in milliseconds. ADN, anterior dorsal thalamic nucleus; PoS, postsubiculum. *Significantly different from Active, \( P < 0.05 \); **significantly different from Active, \( P < 0.01 \).
averaged over the same directional range. Given no other changes in HD cell properties besides error in the preferred firing direction, this difference should be reflected in the area under the directional tuning curve between active and passive sessions. If the firing rate was decreased and the directional range remained the same, then the area under the curve would decrease. If the firing rate was the same, but spread out over a wider directional range, then the area under the curve would remain constant.

When we compared the area under the curve for the initial active session and the passive session with a paired t-test, we observed no significant difference (mean area for active sessions: 2,948 ± 475 spike degrees/s; for passive sessions: 2,667 ± 403 spike degrees/s; t = 1.79, P > 0.05). If the area under the curve is the same, then the decreased firing rate and increased directional range must either be the result of greater variability in the preferred firing direction or a change in the two parameters (peak firing rate and directional range width) in proportion to one another but in opposite directions. The variability in preferred firing direction during a passive session might arise because the available sensory and motor information is insufficient to accurately track current directional heading compared with when the animal is actively moving. If peak firing rate and directional firing range changed in exact proportion but in opposite directions, it would be evidence of a dependence between the two parameters that has not been demonstrated previously.

To evaluate the variability of each cell’s preferred firing direction, we determined the preferred firing direction for individual passes of the head through the directional firing range. By plotting firing rate and head direction as a function of time, we sampled the instantaneous preferred firing direction and peak firing rate during each pass of the head through the directional firing range. We first examined whether the peak firing rates for individual passes were similar between active and passive sessions. As in the case of mean peak firing rate determined for a full session, instantaneous peak firing rates were significantly higher during active than passive conditions (mean instantaneous peak firing rate for active sessions: 74.7 ± 9.7 spikes/s; passive sessions: 57.1 ± 6.2 spikes/s; t = 4.25, P < 0.0005). This result is consistent with previous studies in which restraint reduced peak firing rates (Golob et al. 1998; Taube 1995; Taube et al. 1990b). We next compared the variability in the instantaneous preferred firing direction between active and passive conditions. A paired t-test of SDs for the instantaneous preferred firing direction during individual passes through the directional firing range showed a significant difference between active and passive conditions with passive conditions showing greater variability on average (mean SD for active sessions: 13.8 ± 4.4°; passive sessions: 18.2 ± 10.1°; t = 2.02, P < 0.01). Increased variability in the instantaneous preferred firing direction would lead to spikes being distributed over a greater number of directional bins over the course of a recording session, resulting in both a lower peak firing rate and greater directional firing range for the overall session. Figure 3 depicts the variability observed in the preferred firing direction from one representative HD cell during an active and passive session. Note that the passive session contained greater variability in preferred firing direction. Taken together, the area-under-the-curve analysis and the variability in preferred direction for individual passes analysis suggest that the changes we observed in the peak firing rate and directional firing range in the passive sessions may be due both to a reduction in peak firing rate and increased variation in the head direction at maximal firing.

We then determined if this increased variability in the preferred firing direction during passive sessions could contribute to the changes in the ATI. We first looked at passive sessions for correlations between changes in either peak firing rate or directional firing range and the ATI. The uniformly low correlation values suggest that the increased ATI has a different basis than variation in preferred firing direction (see Table 2). Interestingly, we found a reasonably good correlation between the different measures of ATI where all r values were...
>0.65 for the active condition and >0.50 for the passive condition. These results differ from those reported previously by Taube and Muller (1998) who reported that all r values <0.25. The reason for this difference is unclear.

To further test the independence of ATI changes from changes in peak firing rate and directional firing range, we modeled the effect of imposing passive movements by adding "directional noise" to the spike time series in active sessions. We assumed, in other words, that noise simulates smearing of the preferred direction over time (see Fig. 4A). As expected, directional noise increased the directional range width and lowered peak firing rates. We added noise in increasing 6° increments to find the amount of noise necessary to model the effect of the passive condition (Fig. 4B). To maximize the correlation between the active and passive conditions for both peak firing rate and directional firing range across the entire cell population, it was necessary to add ±18° of noise to the active session spike time series, although some cells required more or less than 18° of noise. The fact that the highest correlation for both directional range width and peak firing rate was achieved with the same level of added noise is further evidence that increased uncertainty about current direction during passive rotations reduces mean peak firing rate independent of the reduction of instantaneous peak firing rate that we also observed (see preceding text).

Adding this level of noise (18°) to active sessions, we then recalculated ATI values and compared them to the ATIS in passive sessions. For all measures of ATI, values for the passive sessions were still significantly higher than active sessions with noise added [peak firing rate: F(2,21) = 8.30, P < 0.001; information content: F(2,21) = 32.02, P < 0.0001; separation angle: F(2,21) = 26.65, P < 0.0001]. This result

**FIG. 3.** Variance in the instantaneous preferred firing direction during active (A) and hand-held (B) conditions. Instantaneous preferred angles were determined for cells during active and hand-held conditions and sorted by turn direction (CW vs. CCW) and deviation from the cell’s mean hand-held preferred firing direction in the -12° bin (inset). For a cell exhibiting anticipatory firing, instantaneous preferred directions tend to fall to the left of the preferred firing direction during CW head turns and to the right of the preferred firing direction during CCW head turns. Compared with active foraging conditions, the instantaneous preferred directions during hand-held rotations were shifted away from the preferred firing direction, indicating greater anticipation, and distributions were flatter, indicating greater variance. Bins surrounding 0 (±6°) are highlighted in gray to illustrate movement of the distributions’ centers.

**TABLE 2.** Correlation between HD cell firing parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active ATI (Firing Rate)</th>
<th>Active ATI (Information Content)</th>
<th>Active ATI (Separation Angle)</th>
<th>Passive ATI (Firing Rate)</th>
<th>Passive ATI (Information Content)</th>
<th>Passive ATI (Separation Angle)</th>
<th>Change (passive-active) ATI (Firing Rate)</th>
<th>Change (passive-active) ATI (Information Content)</th>
<th>Change (passive-active) ATI (Separation Angle)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active ATI (firing rate)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active ATI (information content)</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active ATI (separation angle)</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak firing rate</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directional range width</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive ATI (firing rate)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive ATI (information content)</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive ATI (separation angle)</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak firing rate</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directional range width</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change (passive-active) ATI (firing rate)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change (passive-active) ATI (information content)</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change (passive-active) ATI (separation angle)</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak firing rate</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directional range width</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HD, had direction; ATI, anticipatory time interval.
indicates that the increased ATI during passive sessions is independent of the increased variability of preferred firing direction and reduced peak firing rate.

CART CONDITION. In the cart condition, the rat was moved passively in a Plexiglas-walled cart that allowed it to move freely relative to the cart floor, but imposed movement on it relative to the spatial cues within the local environment. We tested 10 cells in six rats. Because the rats could move freely in the cart, directional sampling was similar across all directions. To control for differences in sampling time that might affect variability, we compared the 4-min cart sessions with the first 4 min of each active session. Unlike the hand-held passive session, there was no apparent effect of condition on ATI in the cart sessions [peak firing rate: $F(2,10) = 0.29, P > 0.05$; information content: $F(2,10) = 0.81, P > 0.05$; separation angle: $F(2,10) = 0.48, P > 0.05$]. Furthermore, there was no effect of condition on peak firing rate [$F(2,10) = 0.78, P > 0.05$] or directional range width [$F(2,10) = 1.53, P > 0.05$].

Figure 5 shows representative CW and CCW tuning functions from a cart session compared with the preceding active control.

ANGULAR HEAD VELOCITY. During passive conditions, the animals’ head velocity was the sum of self-determined and imposed velocity. Taube and Muller (1998) showed that ATIs increased in a near-linear manner with angular head velocity for ADN HD cells. Thus conditions or sessions that contained high angular head velocities would be expected to have higher ATI values compared with conditions with low angular head velocities. To determine whether differences in the distribution of different angular head velocities could account for any observed changes in ATI, we examined the distribution of angular head velocities over the course of a recording session for each condition. Figure 6 shows probability distributions for all conditions compared with their respective preceding control sessions. Mean instantaneous angular head velocities were lower during control sessions (active foraging) than during experimental conditions for hand-held and cart trials (active: $57.92 \pm 3.16^\circ/s$, passive: $96.47 \pm 4.68^\circ/s$, cart: $93.30 \pm 4.15^\circ/s$). Thus this result raises the possibility that velocity is the variable affecting ATI. Three considerations, however, argue against this interpretation. First, there was a poor (and sometimes moderate negative) correlation among cells between mean angular head velocity and ATI ($r = -0.19, -0.42, -0.53$ for active, passive, and cart sessions, respectively); thus sessions in which angular head velocity was higher did not tend to produce higher ATI values. Second, angular head velocities in the cart condition were higher than in active conditions and similar to hand-held conditions, but did not lead to higher ATI values. Finally, there was a poor correlation between mean angular head velocity and ATI ($r = -0.05$).

Figure 4. Effects of directional noise on HD cell firing parameters. A: firing rate $\times$ HD tuning curves from all ADN cells in the hand-held passive condition were normalized to the peak firing rate in the first active session of each cell. Each tuning curve was then shifted horizontally along the HD axis such that the cell’s peak firing rate was aligned to a HD of 180°. Mean normalized firing rate as a function of HD for all cells is shown (see text for details). Peak firing rate is lower and directional firing range is wider for passive and noise trials. B: peak firing rate (left) and directional firing range (right) data are plotted against conditions. In the first row, data for active sessions are plotted against their corresponding data in hand-held passive sessions. In the second row, data for hand-held passive sessions are plotted against active data with $\pm 18^\circ$ of directional noise added (see text for details).

FIG. 5. Examples of changes in the CW and CCW tuning curves from HD cells between active and cart conditions. Firing rate as a function of head direction was plotted for a representative cell during the first active session (top) and the cart condition (bottom). The ATI is not significantly changed, as is evident from the proximity of the CW and CCW functions.
near zero, and we were thus interested in determining whether ATI values would become more positive during passive sessions as they did for ADN cells. We recorded 20 PoS HD cells in six rats in the hand-held passive condition. There was a trend toward higher ATI values during the hand-held condition, but this trend reached significance for only one measure—separation angle \( F(2,20) = 3.79, P < 0.032 \); it was not significant for peak firing rate \( F(2,20) = 1.92, P < 0.160 \) or information content \( F(2,20) = 0.90, P < 0.415 \). A Tukey post hoc comparison revealed the difference to be between the hand-held condition and the second active control trial \( \text{HSD}_{0.05} = 1.77 \).

In the Cart condition, we recorded from 16 HD cells from five rats. As in the case for ADN cells, PoS cells showed no significant change across condition for any measure [peak firing rate: \( F(2,16) = 0.21, P > 0.05 \]; information content: \( F(2,16) = 0.17, P > 0.05 \]; separation angle: \( F(2,16) = 0.19, P > 0.05 \)]. The results from PoS HD cells are summarized in Table 1.

**DISCUSSION**

We expected that subjecting a rat to passive movement would abolish or reduce the ATI in ADN HD cells. We found no such result, and in at least one type of passive manipulation, we found that there was an increase in the time by which cell firing anticipated HD. Thus our notion of how a motor efference copy signal would drive anticipatory firing is not able to account for this result and requires revision.

**Reafference and efference copy**

Since its articulation by Von Holst and Mittelstaedt (1950), the idea of a motor efference copy signal has been associated with comparisons made between afferent input resulting from self-initiated movements (reafference) and the motor signals driving those movements. Such a comparison would reduce ambiguity in situations where changes in afferent stimuli could be the result of either environmental or self-initiated motion. Classic examples involve visual/oculomotor interaction, in which motor information is used to differentiate between eye movements and independent movements of the visual scene in the external environment. In the case of directional orientation, predictable changes in the visual scene and vestibular input should result from angular head movement of a given magnitude. Proprioceptive feedback, related to stretch in the neck, back, and limb muscles, is also available and would modulate ongoing movement planning. Maintaining a correct relationship between movement and reaferent feedback would be fundamental to keeping an accurate sense of orientation. Such a comparison could utilize a model of the expected reaference for error correction, and it was our hypothesis that the anticipatory firing properties of ADN HD cells represent this kind of predictive model. Removing or altering motor information such that it was not consistent with movement of the body/head would therefore impoverish the model and preclude error correction. The finding that anticipatory firing continues under passive conditions indicates that either it is not related to the hypothesized predictive model or that the model is not dependent on motor input.

Our results strengthen previous conclusions (Taube and Muller 1998) that the anticipatory firing characteristics of ADN...
HD cells are independent of other firing parameters, most notably peak firing rate and directional firing range. Although firing rate was reduced under the same conditions that ATI values increased, there was no linear relationship between the two parameters within a condition, nor between the degree of change in firing rate values and in ATI values from the active to the passive condition. Furthermore, we were able to produce distortion of the tuning curves by adding spatial noise in a manner that modeled changes in peak firing rate and directional range width without producing any change in ATI values. This finding may be significant in light of other observed effects of movement on peak firing rate.

Zugaro et al. (2002) reported that during passive rotations in unrestrained rats, peak firing rate decreased significantly at low angular head velocities, but there was no difference between passive and active groups at high angular head velocities. In contrast, earlier investigations of HD cell characteristics observed dramatically decreased firing rates in restrained animals at both low and high angular head velocities (Golob et al. 1998; Knierim et al. 1995; Taube 1995; Taube et al. 1990b). In these studies, animals were immobile, but sometimes struggled against the restraint and consequently generated motor commands. This result suggests that motor efference copy signals modulate the cell’s firing rate rather than influence the ATI. During passive movement, angular head velocity may modulate peak firing rate to the degree it does because there is no motor efference copy signal to cancel the vestibular input. Restraint would represent a mixed case: motor signals arising from struggling movements may be sufficient to cancel vestibular modulation of firing rate but not to support motordriven firing rate modulation. According to this view, the HD signal is a summation of sensory and motor signals.

Such a scenario seems plausible in light of research in monkeys that suggests just this type of vestibular-motor integration. Neuronal firing in many vestibular nucleus neurons in monkeys was modulated by angular head velocity only when the head was turned passively and not when the monkey made active head turns (McCrea et al. 1999; Roy and Cullen 2001). One type of neuron [position-vestibular-pause (PVP)] showed suppression of vestibular modulation during gaze redirection (i.e., combined head and eye movement) that ended once the eye-in-space position was stable, showing angular head-velocity modulation only while the head was still turning to bring the head in line with the eyes. Another type of neuron [velocity only (VO)] showed suppression of vestibular modulation through the entire head movement regardless of eye movement. Both types were velocity modulated during passive rotations in the dark. Furthermore, the suppression of modulation only occurred when the monkey turned its head relative to its trunk, thereby activating neck motoneurons and not when the monkey ‘steered’ the apparatus to turn the head and body together (Roy and Cullen 2001). The authors concluded that an efference copy of the neck motor command, rather than higher-order motor commands planning head-in-space position, was responsible for influencing vestibular firing patterns. Similarly, if motor efference copy commands do contribute to the HD cell signal, such commands are likely to originate elsewhere than sites of executive motor planning like the motor cortex. Roy and Cullen’s manipulation preserved intention (steering) and movement reafference (vestibular sensation) while removing motor input (head-on-body movements). Our passive manipulations preserved movement reafference (vestibular sensation) and motor input (head-on-body movements) while decoupling this information from intention (imposition of passive movement). The results in both cases argue that the kind of mismatches between intended head-in-space movements and sensory feedback that we sought to create would be independent of an efference copy-reafference loop situated between the vestibular nuclei and lower motor centers. During passive conditions, vestibular and visual reafference information would be consistent with one another and correspond normally to the head-on-body component of movements controlled by the spinal motoneurons, even while they deviate from the intended head-in-space movement controlled at the level of motor planning. Indeed, Roy and Cullen (2001) found that the passive and active components of a combined voluntary and imposed movement were differentiated at the neural level in vestibular neurons that fired only in proportion to the passive component. The protocol of Zugaro et al. (2001), in whose study rats were passively rotated while standing at a water spout, would tend to elicit no gaze redirection because the behavioral goal was stationary. Thus the rats would be in a gaze stabilization mode, and in the schema of Cullen and Roy (2004), pure vestibular modulation would be operational in the vestibular nuclei. The hand-held passive condition in our experiments would be comparable to the “reduced vestibular” condition of Roy and Cullen (2004) in which combined passive and active movements in opposite directions resulted in a lower vestibular firing rate in VO cells. This attenuated firing was putatively suppressed by motor efference copy signals. If the vestibular signals believed to drive HD cell firing interact with motor efference signals in a comparable way, then this situation may explain the different affects on firing rate seen in different passive conditions.

Previous studies that manipulated visual cues or information from motor efference copy/proproprioeptive systems have shown that these systems play major roles in controlling a HD cell’s preferred firing direction (Stackman et al. 2003; Taube 1995). In contrast, manipulation of vestibular cues, either through transient or permanent lesions of the vestibular labyrinth, has shown that an intact vestibular system is required to generate direction-specific activity (Stackman and Taube 1997; Stackman et al. 2002). While the attenuation of firing that occurred during active head movements in monkeys was obtained from the medial vestibular nuclei, how and where vestibular, motor, visual, and proprioceptive information might be integrated in the HD cell circuit is poorly understood. The ADN receives HD cell information from the lateral mammillary nuclei (LMN) (Blair et al. 1998; Stackman and Taube 1998), which in turn receives its primary inputs from the dorsal tegmental nucleus (DTN) (Allen and Hopkins 1989; Hayakawa and Zhao 1989). ADN HD cell activity is dependent on an intact DTN (Bassett and Taube 2001b), and the majority of cells within the DTN encode angular head velocity (Bassett and Taube 2001a; Sharp et al. 2001). The DTN receives one of its major projections from the nucleus prepositus hypoglossi, which is usually thought of as part of the neural integrator for the vestibuloocular-reflex (VOR) and eccentric gaze-holding (Fukushima et al. 1992). While neurons in this structure are typically associated with eye velocity and position correlates, at least some cells were identified in primates (McFarland and Fuchs 1992), rats (Lannou et al. 1984), and gerbils (Kaufman et al. 2000) that
were sensitive to angular head velocity independent of eye movements. Taken together with the anatomy, these findings suggest that the NPH may be the principal conduit of vestibular-originating head-velocity information to the HD cell system. Its place in the HD cell circuit is intriguing, though, in light of several observations. First is the organization of motor/vestibular interaction as discussed above with regard to studies in the monkey. At a stage of processing as early as secondary vestibular neurons, cell activity reflects the complex combined head-eye interaction in gaze redirection (Cullen and Roy 2004). Second is the interconnectivity of the NPH not only with the oculomotor complex (particularly the abducens nucleus and medial rectus subdivision of the oculomotor nucleus, subserving horizontal eye movements [McCrea and Baker 1985]) but also with the superior colliculus, a midbrain structure strongly implicated in voluntary gaze direction (Hardy and Corvisier 1996). Finally, there is the observation that rats redirect their gaze primarily through head (rather than eye) movements (Meier and Dieringer 1993), leading to the possibility that HD cell activity incorporates the direction of gaze. Taken together, these observations offer a possible explanation for the shifts we found in ATI during the hand-held passive condition, which we discuss in the next section.

Numerous studies have demonstrated the tendency, in humans and other animals, for the direction of the head to anticipate the trajectory of the body during changes in heading (Grasso et al. 1998). In animals with binocular vision, these head movements are always accompanied by saccades to effect overall gaze (eyes + head) shifts in the direction of anticipated motion. Even in afoveate animals with side-set eyes, however, eye movements are involved in this gaze shift in the sense that the range of motion of reflexive eye movements (nystagmus) is shifted in the direction of movement. Several investigators have thus proposed that aligning the gaze with desired direction of motion—whether the eye-movement portion is voluntary or reflexive—provides the brain with an allocentric reference frame that can be used to guide the whole body along the intended path (Chun and Robinson 1978; Crommelinck et al. 1982). Siegler et al. (1998) have even presented evidence that reflexive gaze shifts are related to the spatial relationships of the remembered features in the surrounding environment. They assessed shifts in the eyes’ range of motion during nystagmus (nystagmic “beat-fields”) in human subjects exposed to identical vestibular stimulation in the dark, before and after having seen the surrounding room. In each case, they were asked to make judgments about their angular displacement. Beat-field shifts were greater and judgments were more accurate after viewing the surrounding room. Siegler et al. (1998) argued that subjects were orienting to remembered features of the room.

In light of these data, we can imagine how a HD signal could be anticipatory without necessarily relying on a motor-efference copy signal. If vestibular input alone can change the orientation of reflexive eye movements to anticipate the allocentric reference frame, as Siegler et al. argued, then it could change the neural activity underlying the representation of allocentric space. Because this reflexive gaze shift is ultimately a vestibular reflex, the reference frame anticipation need not rely on motor signals any more than anticipation in the VOR does. Instead, anticipation of future head direction could be derived simply from velocity and head-turn direction information, where a current angular head-velocity signal is fed forward and integrated into the HD cell circuit to anticipate where the animal’s head will be pointing in the immediate future, given the preceding sensory information. A number of predictions arise from this hypothesis. One is that anticipatory firing would remain present even during completely passive rotations because no motor efference signal would be involved. Another is that the ATI would show a linear dependence on angular head velocity. Both of these predictions are consistent with the present results. Another interesting prediction, though more difficult to test, is that the anticipatory mechanism would function poorly at the initiation of a head turn. Little anticipation could occur at the start of a head turn because there would be no previous velocity signal to inform a prediction of future head direction.

The implication of this last prediction is that anticipation would be more robust during movements that contain fewer starts or changes of direction. Accordingly, the relatively long-duration head sweeps (i.e., low frequencies) that are evident in the HD profile of the hand-held condition (Fig. 1) may be the key to explaining the increased ATI values in this condition relative to others and suggests another similarity to the nystagmic beat-field shift phenomenon. First, nystagmic beat-field shifts, like the anticipatory firing in HD cells, are velocity dependent. Second, the beat-field shifts typically conform to a temporal profile in which they first increase in amplitude over time and then gradually subside during extended rotations (Meier and Dieringer 1993). Thus as we would predict for anticipatory HD cell firing, beat field shifts are less robust in the highest-frequency range of movement. The relatively low-frequency movements in the hand-held conditions may allow large shifts of the beat-field to develop, without being so long in duration as to allow the shifts to subside. If anticipatory firing occurs in parallel to nystagmic beat-field shifts, it may follow a similar temporal profile, such that low-frequency/long-duration turns elicit larger ATI just as they elicit greater beat-field shifts. Although this parallel is speculative, by recording a rat’s eye movements along with its directional heading under experimental conditions that lead to a beat-field shift we may be able to test this hypothesis.

Despite this possibility, current evidence does not allow us to confidently attribute any behavioral or functional role to anticipatory firing. Some models of HD cell activity posit anticipatory firing as an emergent property of the network (Goodridge and Touretzky 2000; Hahnloser 2003; Redish et al. 1996; Xie et al. 2002; Zhang 1996). In these models, anticipatory firing arises from offset connections between a double ring attractor network. For example, for CW turns, a HD cell in one layer that is tuned to 50° is connected to a 45° tuned HD cell in the second layer; for CCW turns, a different 50° tuned HD cell in the first layer would be connected to a 55° tuned HD cell in the second layer. Thus turns in one direction excite cells in the second layer that are slightly offset from cells in the first layer. The result is directional firing in the two rings that is slightly out of register in time, such that one leads the other, with no specified behavioral significance. Furthermore, because these models do not distinguish between vestibular, sensory feedback, or motor inputs into the networks, the models make no predictions about how these networks might respond differently in passive versus active conditions.

Two other cases have been reported in which the anticipatory time interval in ADN HD cells has increased after exper-
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